Press release – September 2020

STRING FURNITURE AND TAF STUDIO
PRESENT MUSEUM SIDETABLE
This September, String Furniture will be launching the new table Museum Sidetable in collaboration
with the design duo TAF Studio. The table, which is a further development of the wall shelf
Museum NM&.045, is a height-adjustable pedestal table that elegantly showcases any item that is
placed on it.
Ahead of the reopening of the fully renovated Nationalmuseum in Stockholm in 2019, TAF Studio was
tasked with creating part of the interior design. The wall shelf Museum NM&.045 was designed for
String Furniture in connection with this. The beautifully sleek yet strong shelf now holds sculptures,
busts and other smaller objects from the museum's collections.
However, the shelf works just as well in any modern home.
With the Museum family now being expanded to include the height-adjustable Museum Sidetable, the
possibilities are even greater. The table can be used as a pedestal, living room side table, bedside
table, computer desk, and much more. With the Museum Sidetable, you can always keep your
favourite items within easy reach.
"The Museum Sidetable is a further development of the Museum NM&.045 wall shelf, which now has
a stand-alone sibling. The new table is height-adjustable, making it flexible, multifunctional, and easy
to position. Like the wall shelf, the Museum Sidetable is based on the idea that the table's primary task
is to showcase and highlight whatever is placed on it, rather than to take centre stage itself," says Pär
Josefsson, founder and part-owner of String Furniture.
The idea of the Museum Sidetable was born earlier in 2020, when TAF Studio launched the Famna sofa
as part of an exhibition at Svenskt Tenn, where a suitable table was needed to display Josef Frank's
artistic vases. As the table's legs, which are inspired by industrial steel beams, are not centred, the
foot of the table can be slid under a bed or sofa, so that the square table top is always positioned
within easy reach.
The Museum Sidetable is available for delivery as of September 2020.
Product information Museum Sidetable
Design: TAF Studio
Material: Powder-coated aluminium and steel
Colour: Aluminium, white, dark brown, beige and orange
Dimensions: W: 24 cm, D: 30 cm, H: 76.4 cm
Price: £ 245
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About TAF Studio
TAF Studio is a design and architecture studio, founded in Stockholm in 2002 by Gabriella
Gustafson and Mattias Ståhlbom. Since the beginning, the studio has garnered international
recognition for everything from exhibition and interior design to product design. TAF Studio's designs
are represented at MoMA in New York, and are included in the permanent collections of both
Stockholm Nationalmuseum and the Danish Museum of Art & Design.
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